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Outline:Outline:
The extended mind hypothesisThe extended mind hypothesis

Challenge to the extended mindChallenge to the extended mind

Intersubjectivity to the rescue? Intersubjectivity to the rescue? 
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What is extended mind?What is extended mind?

“…“…we will argue that we will argue that 
beliefsbeliefs can be can be 
constituted partly by constituted partly by 
features of the features of the 
environment, when environment, when 
those features play those features play 
the right sort of role the right sort of role 
in driving cognitive processes. in driving cognitive processes. 
If so, the mind extends If so, the mind extends 
into the world.into the world.”” (Clark & Chalmers 1998)(Clark & Chalmers 1998)
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Extended MindExtended Mind

Active externalism/ enabling externalism / Active externalism/ enabling externalism / ““howhow”” externalism/ externalism/ 
vehicle externalism (Hurley, vehicle externalism (Hurley, RowlandsRowlands))

“…“…howhow-- by what processes or by what processes or 
mechanisms or mechanisms or ‘‘vehiclesvehicles’’--
mental states are enabledmental states are enabled……. . 
What are the boundaries of What are the boundaries of 
the relevant enabling processes?the relevant enabling processes?
Can enabling processes extend Can enabling processes extend 
beyond exclusively internal neuralbeyond exclusively internal neural
processes into the body and processes into the body and 
its environment? Enabling externalism its environment? Enabling externalism 
(or how(or how--externalism, or vehicle externalism, or vehicle 
externalism) answers externalism) answers ‘‘yesyes’”’”. (Hurley, . (Hurley, ““Varieties of ExternalismVarieties of Externalism””) ) 
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Why be a vehicle externalist?Why be a vehicle externalist?

Thought experiments: (Clark & Chalmers 1998), Otto and his Thought experiments: (Clark & Chalmers 1998), Otto and his 
notebooknotebook

Artefacts: E.g. Artefacts: E.g. filofaxfilofax, , iphoneiphone (Chalmers 2008), instruments like the (Chalmers 2008), instruments like the 
nautical slide rule (Hutchins 1995), nautical slide rule (Hutchins 1995), ““epistemic artefactsepistemic artefacts-- tools for tools for 
thinkingthinking”” ((SterelnySterelny 2004)2004)

Robotics & Artificial Intelligence: Ballard et al. 1997, FitzpatRobotics & Artificial Intelligence: Ballard et al. 1997, Fitzpatrick et al. rick et al. 
2003, 2003, KuniyoshiKuniyoshi et al. 2004, Collins et al. 2005, Pfeifer & et al. 2004, Collins et al. 2005, Pfeifer & BongardBongard
2007 2007 

BABYBBABYBOTOT
‘‘LearningLearning’’ object boundariesobject boundaries
by coby co--ordinated sensorimotorordinated sensorimotor
interaction with the environmeninteraction with the environment t 

(Fitzpatrick et al. 200(Fitzpatrick et al. 2003)3)
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Challenge to the extended mindChallenge to the extended mind

“…“…I think that there is one potentially principled place I think that there is one potentially principled place 
where the opponent of the extended mind can resist. where the opponent of the extended mind can resist. 
This is an appeal to the dual boundaries of perception This is an appeal to the dual boundaries of perception 
and action.and action. It is natural to hold that perception is the It is natural to hold that perception is the 
interface where the world affects the mind, and that interface where the world affects the mind, and that 
action is the interface where the mind affects the world. action is the interface where the mind affects the world. 
If so, it is tempting to hold that what precedes If so, it is tempting to hold that what precedes 
perception and what follows action is not truly mental.perception and what follows action is not truly mental.”” 
(Chalmers 2008, xi)(Chalmers 2008, xi)

‘‘Classical sandwichClassical sandwich’’ view of mind: view of mind: 

World             Perception                 Mind               World             Perception                 Mind               Action                World           Action                World           
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Intersubjectivity to the rescue?Intersubjectivity to the rescue?

PerceptionPerception--action coupling in intersubjectivity: action coupling in intersubjectivity: 

““In most intersubjective situations we have a direct In most intersubjective situations we have a direct 
understanding of another personunderstanding of another person’’s intentions because s intentions because 
their intentions are explicitly expressed in their embodied their intentions are explicitly expressed in their embodied 
actions and their expressive behaviours.actions and their expressive behaviours.”” (Gallagher & (Gallagher & 
ZahaviZahavi, 2008), 2008)

We are We are ““coupledcoupled”” to other intentional agents via  to other intentional agents via  
perceptionperception--action couplingaction coupling

““Intentional Intentional attunementattunement”” ((GalleseGallese, 2005), 2005)
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Identified mechanism of perceptionIdentified mechanism of perception--action action 
coupling at the subcoupling at the sub--personal level:personal level:

Mirror neurons (Mirror neurons (GalleseGallese et al. 1996, et al. 1996, RizzolattiRizzolatti et al. et al. 
1996)1996)

What exactly does the mirror neuron system code What exactly does the mirror neuron system code 
for in enabling the observed perceptionfor in enabling the observed perception--action action 
coupling which leads to intentional coupling which leads to intentional attunementattunement 
in intersubjective situations? in intersubjective situations? 
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Two potential candidates defending perceptionTwo potential candidates defending perception-- 
action interdependence in intersubjectivity :action interdependence in intersubjectivity :

1)1) Simulation theory Simulation theory 
((GalleseGallese & Goldman 1998, & Goldman 1998, 
Goldman 2006)Goldman 2006)

2)2) NonNon--simulationistsimulationist approachapproach
For example, Interaction theory (IT) For example, Interaction theory (IT) 
(Gallagher & (Gallagher & ZahaviZahavi 2008, 2008, 
Gallagher 2008)Gallagher 2008)

http://images.google.co.uk/imgres?imgurl=http://cfs.ku.dk/staff/cv-danzahavi/_h3i0218_dan_zahavi_farve_web.jpg/&imgrefurl=http://cfs.ku.dk/staff/cv-danzahavi/&usg=__99P7bB0WM8nVi_T0KhEwkbJVsxU=&h=334&w=395&sz=39&hl=en&start=1&um=1&tbnid=hGROJg3OJK3iIM:&tbnh=105&tbnw=124&prev=/images%3Fq%3Ddan%2Bzahavi%26hl%3Den%26lr%3D%26rlz%3D1R2ADBS_enGB331%26um%3D1
http://images.google.co.uk/imgres?imgurl=http://pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/~gallaghr/sgJapan08.jpg&imgrefurl=http://pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/~gallaghr/gallintro.html&usg=__rx_7NhXpnbGcQJPLT2WRez5FAgA=&h=310&w=320&sz=119&hl=en&start=8&um=1&tbnid=ukPUrLt0pjpyoM:&tbnh=114&tbnw=118&prev=/images%3Fq%3Dshaun%2Bgallagher%26hl%3Den%26lr%3D%26rlz%3D1R2ADBS_enGB331%26um%3D1
http://images.google.co.uk/imgres?imgurl=http://www.interdisciplines.org/resources/people/1752.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.interdisciplines.org/people/authors/alvin_goldman&usg=__KmC2Jepwq9JaQZewgVuIMbFNHc8=&h=200&w=159&sz=14&hl=en&start=4&um=1&tbnid=uq7gGGwYk62kAM:&tbnh=104&tbnw=83&prev=/images%3Fq%3Dalvin%2Bgoldman%26hl%3Den%26lr%3D%26rlz%3D1R2ADBS_enGB331%26um%3D1
http://images.google.co.uk/imgres?imgurl=http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/en/4/40/Gallese.jpg&imgrefurl=http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vittorio_Gallese&usg=__uDNyGTb7Z5nOsekajf_Da7a-yrI=&h=423&w=414&sz=93&hl=en&start=9&um=1&tbnid=LtI6FvCxI6rG3M:&tbnh=126&tbnw=123&prev=/images%3Fq%3Dvittorio%2Bgallese%26hl%3Den%26lr%3D%26rlz%3D1R2ADBS_enGB331%26um%3D1
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1)1) Simulation theory (Simulation theory (GalleseGallese & Goldman 1998, & Goldman 1998, 
Gordon 2001, Goldman 2006): Gordon 2001, Goldman 2006): 

Mirror neurons constitute Mirror neurons constitute ““an automatic, an automatic, 
unconscious, and preunconscious, and pre--reflexive functional reflexive functional 
mechanism, whose function is the mechanism, whose function is the modelingmodeling 
[simulation][simulation] of objects, agents, and eventsof objects, agents, and events”” 
((GalleseGallese 2005)2005)
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Simulation and Vehicle Externalism:Simulation and Vehicle Externalism:

Hurley (2008): Shared Circuits ModelHurley (2008): Shared Circuits Model

Shared processing resources for perception and Shared processing resources for perception and 
action provides the basis for the shared dynamics action provides the basis for the shared dynamics 
of self and other  of self and other  

Purports to provide a robust externalist picture of Purports to provide a robust externalist picture of 
the mind and discusses in detail the functional the mind and discusses in detail the functional 
mechanism of simulation by grounding it in the mechanism of simulation by grounding it in the 
sensorimotor dynamics of the agent and the sensorimotor dynamics of the agent and the 
environmentenvironment
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Action understanding as simulation:Action understanding as simulation:

Control theory + Offline copying Control theory + Offline copying 
(for understanding both instrumental and (for understanding both instrumental and 

expressive action) expressive action) 

““Offline mirroring simulates in the observer the causes of Offline mirroring simulates in the observer the causes of 
observed action, reversing the direction of simulative observed action, reversing the direction of simulative 
prediction: Instead of simulating feedback that would prediction: Instead of simulating feedback that would 
result from motor activations, mirroring simulates motor result from motor activations, mirroring simulates motor 
activation that would produce results similar to those activation that would produce results similar to those 
observed, with actual motor output inhibitedobserved, with actual motor output inhibited……. . 

In effect, In effect, offline copyingoffline copying enables action understanding.enables action understanding.”” 
(Hurley 2008, emphasis added).(Hurley 2008, emphasis added).
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Problems for vehicle externalism:Problems for vehicle externalism:

OffOff--line copying          Can be run entirely line copying          Can be run entirely 
on internal models on internal models 

GalleseGallese (2004), Simulation is (2004), Simulation is “…“…the brainthe brain’’s s 
ability to generate ability to generate internal and internal and 
environmentenvironment--independentindependent duplicates of duplicates of 
the properties of external the properties of external 
objects/events.objects/events.””
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Grush (2004): Emulation theory

If there is an emulator available to the controlling system 
then the controller (e.g. the brain) while being “plug- 
compatible” with the body can also decouple from it and 
instead function by coupling with the emulator

In principle, makes the brain a potentially self-contained 
system

(Grush 2003, “In Defense of Some ‘Cartesian’ Assumptions 
Concerning the Brain and Its Operation”)

Applying the emulation framework for action understanding: 
Simulate = “…creating an emulated surrogate 
environment situation” (Grush 2004) 
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ButBut……
““Could my mental states be partly constituted by the states Could my mental states be partly constituted by the states 

of other thinkers? We see no reason why not, in of other thinkers? We see no reason why not, in 
principleprinciple…….What is central is a high degree of trust, .What is central is a high degree of trust, 
reliance, and accessibilityreliance, and accessibility”” (Clark & Chalmers 1998)(Clark & Chalmers 1998)

So coupling between intentional agents [So coupling between intentional agents [““intentional intentional 
attunementattunement””] can create an extended cognitive system] can create an extended cognitive system

But a But a simulationistsimulationist mechanism of securing mechanism of securing ““intentional intentional 
attunementattunement”” via action understanding may not ground itvia action understanding may not ground it

???? So what could be an alternative mechanismSo what could be an alternative mechanism ????
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A nonA non--simulationistsimulationist approach approach 

Interaction Theory (IT):Interaction Theory (IT):

““ Mirror activation, on this interpretation, is not the initiatioMirror activation, on this interpretation, is not the initiation of n of 
simulation; itsimulation; it’’s part of a s part of a direct intersubjective perceptiondirect intersubjective perception of of 
what the other is doing.what the other is doing.”” (Gallagher & (Gallagher & ZahaviZahavi 2008)2008)

IT (1): Mirror neurons [perceptionIT (1): Mirror neurons [perception--action coupling action coupling 
mechanism] constitute a mechanism] constitute a sensorimotor resonancesensorimotor resonance processprocess

IT (2): The sensorimotor resonance mechanism IT (2): The sensorimotor resonance mechanism underlies underlies 
the perceptual process that enables action understandingthe perceptual process that enables action understanding

IT (3): Action understanding is a matter of IT (3): Action understanding is a matter of direct direct 
intersubjective perceptionintersubjective perception enabled by sensorimotor enabled by sensorimotor 
resonance process resonance process 
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Support for vehicle externalism?Support for vehicle externalism?

““RichRich””, , ““smartsmart”” perception (Gallagher 2008)perception (Gallagher 2008)

Mechanism of action understanding for securing Mechanism of action understanding for securing 
intentional intentional attunementattunement is rooted in the is rooted in the 
intersubjective world and in the embodied intersubjective world and in the embodied 
agentagent’’s reals real--time interaction with ittime interaction with it

A perceptual mechanism of action understanding A perceptual mechanism of action understanding 
secures the constitution of onesecures the constitution of one’’s mental states s mental states 
by the states of other intentional agents, by the states of other intentional agents, 
thereby creating an extended cognitive system thereby creating an extended cognitive system 
in intersubjectivity in intersubjectivity 
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Mechanisms of action understanding and Mechanisms of action understanding and 
extended mindextended mind

Simulationist /Simulationist /EmulationistEmulationist mechanism of action mechanism of action 
understanding:understanding:

?? Real?? Real--time sensorimotor engagement with the time sensorimotor engagement with the 
world / Mind leaking into the world?? world / Mind leaking into the world?? 

““Covert, fully neural routeCovert, fully neural route””

Perceptual mechanism of action understanding: Perceptual mechanism of action understanding: 
Identifiable onIdentifiable on--going sensorimotor engagement  going sensorimotor engagement  
More direct route for mind to leak into the worldMore direct route for mind to leak into the world
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For example: VisionFor example: Vision

“…“…Saccades are an action system in that they are a visually controSaccades are an action system in that they are a visually controlled lled 
motor response. However they are not just this, since their motor response. However they are not just this, since their 
operation controls the input visual sampling also. Their operation controls the input visual sampling also. Their 
involvement with vision takes the form of a continuously cyclinginvolvement with vision takes the form of a continuously cycling 
loop, so that vision and cognition can integrate in an intimate loop, so that vision and cognition can integrate in an intimate 
way.way.”” (Findlay & Gilchrist 2003)(Findlay & Gilchrist 2003)

Critical cognitive contributions of sensorimotor exploratory Critical cognitive contributions of sensorimotor exploratory 
behaviour, such as eye movements, in perception:behaviour, such as eye movements, in perception:

TaskTask--specific  specific  
GoalGoal--directeddirected
StimuliStimuli--disambiguating disambiguating 
PerceptualPerceptual--featuresfeatures--integrating integrating 
ProblemProblem--solving solving 
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Some instances of extended cognitive Some instances of extended cognitive 
systemssystems

Gestures: GoldwinGestures: Goldwin--Meadow (2003), McNeill Meadow (2003), McNeill 
(2005), Gallagher (2005) (2005), Gallagher (2005) →→ gestures as gestures as 
processes of thinkingprocesses of thinking

Sensorimotor resonance: Sensorimotor resonance: 
“…“…oneone’’s own gestures [activate] the part of the s own gestures [activate] the part of the 

brain that responds to intentional actions, brain that responds to intentional actions, 
including gestures, by someone else, and thus including gestures, by someone else, and thus 
treats onetreats one’’s own gesture as a social stimuluss own gesture as a social stimulus””

 (McNeill 2005, 250)(McNeill 2005, 250)
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Gestures:Gestures:

AlaAlačč
 

& Hutchins (2004) & Hutchins (2004) →→
 

group interaction as cognitiongroup interaction as cognition

Scientists interacting: Expert and novice discussing a complex Scientists interacting: Expert and novice discussing a complex fMRIfMRI 
image, learning to see image, learning to see retinotopicallyretinotopically organised areas on maps of organised areas on maps of 
the human cortexthe human cortex

((AlaAlačč
 

& Hutchins , 2004, 642)& Hutchins , 2004, 642)
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2.2. Facial expressions in emotions: Facial expressions in emotions: 

Sensorimotor resonanceSensorimotor resonance
AdolphsAdolphs (2003), (2003), GalleseGallese (2005)(2005)→→

 
““Experiencing disgust and witnessing Experiencing disgust and witnessing 

the same emotion expressed by the facial mimicry of someone the same emotion expressed by the facial mimicry of someone 
else both activate the same neural structure...else both activate the same neural structure...””

 
((GalleseGallese, 2005, , 2005, 

39)39)

Cole (1998, 2001, 2009) Cole (1998, 2001, 2009) →→
 

facial expressions in interpersonal relationsfacial expressions in interpersonal relations

MMööbiusbius
 

syndrome (facial paralysis)syndrome (facial paralysis)
“…“…without the feedback and reinforcement between people that faciawithout the feedback and reinforcement between people that facial l 

gestures provide, there was little relatedness and engagement. gestures provide, there was little relatedness and engagement. 
Her loss of facial responsiveness made her feel somehow Her loss of facial responsiveness made her feel somehow 
invalidated at her very core.invalidated at her very core.””

 
(Cole 1998, 10)(Cole 1998, 10)

Impairment in facial expression recognition in MImpairment in facial expression recognition in Mööbiusbius
 

syndrome syndrome 
(Calder et al. 2000)(Calder et al. 2000)
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'Human-Robot Interaction‘
 

devised at the Bristol Robotics 
Laboratory (BRL), run by the University of Bristol and the University 

of West of England.

Jules is the first humanoid robot who can realistically 
mimic a real person's expressions in real time merely 
by watching their face

[Perceptual input fusing with motor plans in real 
time, dynamic perception-action coupling]

Peter Peter JaeckelJaeckel, working on Jules at his lab in , working on Jules at his lab in FiltonFilton, , 
BristolBristol
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Intersubjectivity and Extended Mind:Intersubjectivity and Extended Mind:

Intersubjectivity enabled by robust perceptionIntersubjectivity enabled by robust perception--action action 
coupling of a perceptual noncoupling of a perceptual non--simulationistsimulationist variety can variety can 
ground a robust extended mind approachground a robust extended mind approach

Questions: Questions: 
What exactly goes on in the What exactly goes on in the ““richrich””, , ““smartsmart”” 

perception for action understanding? perception for action understanding? 
What is the content of the perceptual state? What is the content of the perceptual state? 
Extended mind: Where is the mind?Extended mind: Where is the mind?
Extended cognitive systems in intersubjectivity: Extended cognitive systems in intersubjectivity: 

Where to look for the Where to look for the ““personperson”” in cognitive in cognitive 
science? science? 
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Thank you!Thank you!
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